julius koch

Reliable, flexible
and stronger than ever
We keep it all together

julius koch

Dedicated to quality
and strength
For many years, Julius Koch has been a leading global partner in the sun-screening
industry. We develop and produce high-quality textile products for most types of
blinds, and cords for all purposes. The extensive experience and specialisation has
given us unique technical knowledge in the field, and we pass this on to our customers through our products and many product development cooperation projects.
We supply products anywhere in the world. We have sales offices across Europe and
production facilities with state-of-the-art machinery in Germany and Ukraine.
Durability is key
With the many impressive glass features in modern architecture, demand is growing for effective sun-screening and control of light and shade, where the solution
can be easily varied and adjusted according to the conditions. Both indoors and
outdoors, Venetian Blinds provide environmentally-sound screening against sunlight and heat. They reduce the need for air conditioning, and also reduce energy
consumption in the building.
Naturally, products must be of an exceptionally high quality if they are to withstand the natural elements, day after day, year after year, outdoors and indoors.
And no product is stronger than the weakest link, which is why durability is one of
the most important properties when we are developing our textile articles.
All colours available on request
This brochure shows our standard range, which is only a few of the colour options.
We are experts in colour matches and dye technology and naturally we can produce
the exact colour you need. If you cannot find the colour you need in our brochure,
please get in touch. We provide custom-dyed and tailor-made solutions on request,
subject to our minimum order requirements.
For further information, please visit www.juliuskoch.com
or contact one of our sales offices

Textiles for
Outdoor blinds
Lift Tape
Width: 6.0mm
Thickness: 0.28mm, 0.32mm and 0.38mm
Breaking strength: min. 600N
Elongation (5N/50N): <1.0%
Shrinkage: <3.0%

Loop Tape
Pitch: 60mm and 80mm
Loop: 6.5mm and 9.5mm
Breaking strength: min. 500N
Elongation (5N/50N): <2.0% only polyester, <0.5% for Kevlar
Shrinkage: <1.0% only polyester, <0.5% for Kevlar

Ladder strings
Pitch: 72mm
Inner width: 85mm
Breaking strength: min. 800N
Elongation (5N/50N): <2.0 only polyester, <0.5% for Kevlar
Shrinkage: <1.5% only polyester, <0.5% for Kevlar

Pitch: 72mm
Inner width: 85.5mm
Breaking strength: min. 800N
Elongation (5N/50N): <1.5% only polyester, <0.5% for Kevlar
Shrinkage: <1.5% only polyester, <0.5% for Kevlar

Colour range
grey

black

Note: The colours shown here are offset-printed and may vary from the true colours. Ask for actual coloursample

Customisation for outdoor blinds
Other colours and production types to those shown can be produced on request, subject to our
minimum order requirements. All products are made from polyester. Please contact one of our
sales offices for further information

Textiles for
Aluminium blinds
Cords
0.8 mm
Elongation (5N/20N): <2.4%
Shrinkage: <3.7%

1.0 mm
Elongation (5N/30N): <3.0%
Shrinkage: <4.0%

1.2 mm
Elongation (5N/30N): <2.8%
Shrinkage: <3.0

1.4 mm w.c
Elongation (5N/30N): <0.9%
Shrinkage: <3.0%

1.7 mm w.c
Elongation (5/50N): less 2,0%
Shrinkage: <2.0%

25 mm
21.5/28-2T2VX
Elongation (2.5N/20N): <1.2%
Shrinkage: <1.5%

25 mm
22/28-2T2VX
Elongation (2.5N/20N): <1.2%
Shrinkage: <1.5%

35 mm
28/37-2TFD
Elongation (2.5N/30N): <1.8%
Shrinkage: <1.7%

Note: All cords are made from polyester. See colour range below

Ladder strings
15 mm
12/18.5-2T2V
Elongation (2.5N/20N): <1.8%)
Shrinkage: <1.3%

16 mm
13.2 /20.5-2T2VX
Elongation (0.5N/20N): <1.6%
Shrinkage: <1.7%

50 mm
42/54-2TSD
Elongation (5N/30N): <1.6%
Shrinkage: <2.5%
Note: All cords are made from polyester. See colour range below
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Note: The colours shown here are offset-printed and may vary from the true colours. Ask for an actual coloursample

Customisation for aluminium blinds
Please note that the colour scale shown above is just our standard range. All colours can be
produced on request, subject to our minimum order requirements. Julius Koch are specialists in
colour technology and colour matches – this ensures that all items are in a matching colour scale,
irrespective of the type of textile product chosen. All products are made from polyester.
Please contact one of our sales offices for further information

Textiles for
Wooden blinds
Cords
2.3mm, 2.8mm, 3.5mm
Note: All cords are made from polyester. See colour range below

Woven tape
25mm for 35mm slats, 25mm for 50mm slats, 38mm for 50mm slats
Types and colours
Colour
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Note: All items in the same matching colour range.
For other types of cords, ladder strings, woven tapes and edging tapes, please contact our sales offices

Ladder strings
25mm 21.5/30 4T, 35mm 28/37-4T, 50mm 44/53-4T

Colour range
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Note: The colours shown here are offset-printed and may vary from the true colours. Ask for an actual coloursample

NB: All items are in the same matching colour range. Other types on request
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